STORY REVIEW

Language: Jack, Mum, Daisy, the stranger, the giant, the giantess
Resources: Story review activity sheet, crayons or felt-tip pens

a) After reading the story of Jack and the Beanstalk, your children might like to review it using either of the formats below.

b) In the first review, the children draw a picture of their favourite character and their favourite part of the story. They then rate the story by colouring the stars, for example,

⭐️ = terrible! ⭐️⭐️ = OK ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ = fantastic!

c) In the second review the children also say why they like the character and a particular part of the story. For this review, you may like to elicit examples from the children and/or show them a model.

  e.g. Jack/the giant
  I like this character because he’s good/bad/horrible/funny.

  Mum/the giantess
  I like this character because she’s beautiful/kind.

  e.g. ‘Fee Fi Fi Fum!’
  I like this part because it’s exciting/funny/scary!

  The ending
  I like this part because it’s happy/funny/the giant falls down!
Jack and the Beanstalk

My favourite character

My favourite part of the story

Stars: ★ ★ ★ ★
Jack and the Beanstalk

My favourite character is: ____________________________

I like this character because ____________________________

My favourite part of the story: ____________________________

I like this part because ____________________________